WE STARTED LAKHENI BECAUSE WE BELIEVE IN THE STRENGTH OF MANY

We know how expensive food has become. We also know that it takes a lot of time and effort to shop for groceries – at busy shopping malls, at the end of the month.

At Lakheni, we believe that if we shop together as friends, families, creches, church groups, stokvels and other groups, we can buy directly and save money.

Lakheni takes care of the shopping orders and makes sure that your groceries are delivered to a convenient central place so that it is easy to get to and pick up, while also saving you money.
**YOU SAVE AS A BUYING GROUP, AND EARN AS A PARTNER**

We are a group buying company. We get communities to buy together in order to get groceries at lower prices and we make sure that these are delivered directly to the community. **We give buying power back to communities.**

But we do more than that. We give our **partner buying groups** the opportunity to earn cash from commissions on every family that they sign up. When a family buys through Lakheni, the buying group will earn a commission.*

**LAKHENI’S HAMPER CONTAINS YOUR MONTHLY GROCERIES**

A Lakheni Hamper covers many of your basic monthly groceries. For example, it usually contains the following items:

- Beef Stock
- Cooking Oil
- Maize Meal
- Peanut Butter
- Tea
- White Sugar
- Cake Flour

* Example only. Actual hamper may be different.

**ORDER YOUR GROCERIES WITH LAKHENI, IT’S EASY AND CONVENIENT**

1. **STEP 1:** FILL OUT THE ORDER FORM

   We will give you a Lakheni order form and you can choose a hamper that will work best for your buying group.

2. **STEP 2:** WE’LL BUY AND DELIVER

   We will buy the goods you ordered and deliver them to a collection point in your area. This means that you pay lower prices and, at the same time, don’t have to travel far to collect your groceries.

3. **STEP 3:** PAY WHEN YOU GET YOUR ORDER

   You will pay when you collect your hamper, using your bank card. This means that you do not have to carry cash with you or go to the bank to make the payment.

**AS PART OF THE LAKHENI NETWORK, YOU’LL ENJOY THESE GREAT BENEFITS**

- You will be able to buy your basic monthly groceries at a **lower price**
- You will be able to buy the **brands that you know** and already use
- You will be **buying as a group**, together with people that you know and trust
- You will be able to collect the groceries at a **collection point** near your buying group
- You will be able to earn **extra income*** when you are a buying group of Lakheni
- You will **not have to wait** in long lines and queues in shopping centres at month end
- You will be able to **pay safely** with your bank card, ISASSA card or per bank deposit

* This option will be available after the testing phase and once Lakheni is launched to the public.